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The nature of the polarons in the optimally doped colossal magnetoresistive materials La0.7Ba0.3MnO3

�LBMO� and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 �LSMO� is studied by elastic and inelastic neutron scattering. In both materials,
dynamic nanoscale polaron correlations develop abruptly in the ferromagnetic state. However, the polarons are
not able to lock-in to the lattice and order, in contrast to the behavior of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. Therefore ferromag-
netic order in LBMO and LSMO survives their formation, explaining the conventional second-order nature of
the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that the fundamental mecha-
nism of polaron formation is a universal feature of these ferromagnetic perovskite manganites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of colossal magnetoresistance �CMR�
in the hole-doped perovskite manganites of the form
La1−xAxMnO3 �A=Ca, Ba, and Sr� has generated much
interest.1,2 The parent compound LaMnO3 is an antiferro-
magnetic insulator with a Mn-O sublattice consisting of a
network of corner-sharing Mn3+O6 octahedra. The Mn3+ ion
has three t2g electrons that form its S=3 /2 core spin and one
additional electron in its higher-energy doubly-degenerate eg
orbital. The Jahn-Teller distortion of the MnO6 octahedron
removes the degeneracy of the eg levels and the ground state
consists of an ordered array of distorted octahedra with an-
tiferromagnetic order of the Mn spins. With substitution of
trivalent La3+ by divalent alkaline-earth metal ions such as
Ca2+, Ba2+, or Sr2+, holes are introduced into the material,
producing Mn4+ ions where the eg orbital is unoccupied.
With sufficient hole doping �typically 0.2�x�0.5� the
ground state becomes a magnetically isotropic ferromagnetic
metal. In this regime the basic relationship between conduc-
tivity and ferromagnetism has been understood by the
double-exchange �DE� mechanism,3 in which itinerant eg
electrons associated with the Mn3+ hop between the localized
Mn4+ ions, providing both ferromagnetic exchange �due to
strong Hund’s rule coupling between the t2g and eg electrons�
and electrical conduction. The DE interaction competes with
a strong electron-phonon coupling via the Jahn-Teller active
Mn3+ ions. The hopping of an electron, with its associated
lattice distortion, forms a polaron. Here we focus on the re-
gime near optimal doping for ferromagnetism, where CMR
is observed. At optimal doping, this competition produces a
transition from the ferromagnetic-metallic ground state to an

intrinsically inhomogeneous paramagnetic-insulating state
at elevated temperatures, which is often described as
polaronic.4,5

For the prototype La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 �LCMO� system the
ferromagnetic state has been found to be truncated by the
formation of static nanoscale lattice polarons,6–10 driving the
ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition first order.6,11–16 These
polarons17,18 make the system especially sensitive to applied
magnetic fields, amplifying the magnetoresistivity near TC.
In LCMO, polaron correlations develop within a narrow tem-
perature regime as TC is approached from low temperatures,
with a nanoscale correlation length that is only weakly tem-
perature dependent. Polarons take the form of CE-type cor-
relations with an ordering wave vector of ��1 /4,1 /4,0�
�with respect to the cubic perovskite cell�. The static nature
of these short-range polaron correlations indicates the pres-
ence of a glasslike state.6,7,12 In addition, dynamic correla-
tions exist with a comparable correlation length and with an
energy distribution that is quasielastic. The elastic polaron
scattering disappears at higher temperature, above which the
correlations are purely dynamic.15 While these CE correla-
tions characterize the insulating state above TC, the onset of
ferromagnetism leads to their melting.

In the closely related La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 �LBMO� �Refs. 19
and 20� and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 �LSMO� �Refs. 21 and 22� fer-
romagnets, on the other hand, the ferromagnetic transition is
a conventional second-order one and no polaron order is ob-
served. In the present work we have found that nanoscale
polarons do indeed form in optimally doped LSMO and
LBMO, well below TC, in the ferromagnetic state. However,
these polarons are purely dynamic in nature and never
lock-in to the lattice to form an ordered state. The ferromag-
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netic state therefore survives their formation, and a conven-
tional second-order transition is realized at higher tempera-
tures, well above the temperature where the polarons form.
The present results demonstrate that intrinsic inhomogene-
ities on a nanometer length scale are a universal feature of
these ferromagnetic manganites, while the ferromagnetic
state is only terminated if the polarons condense to form a
�static� glass phase.15,23

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Elastic and inelastic neutron-scattering measurements
were carried out to study the polaron correlations in single
crystals of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 and La0.7Ba0.3MnO3, weighing
approximately 3 and 1 g, respectively. These crystals have
second-order ferromagnetic transitions as evidenced by the
temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg peaks as well
as the small wave-vector spin-wave dispersion data and are
the same crystals used in earlier studies, with TC’s of 351 K
�Ref. 22� and 336 K,19 respectively. The neutron data were
obtained on the BT-7 and BT-9 thermal triple axis spectrom-
eters at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. We used
pyrolytic graphite �PG� �002� monochromators and PG �002�
analyzers. PG filters of 5 cm thickness were used to elimi-
nate higher-order contamination. For BT-7 measurements,
horizontal collimators with divergences of 100�, 50�, 50�,
and 100� full width at half maximum �FWHM� were used
before and after the monochromator, after the sample, and
before the detector, respectively. For BT-9 measurements,
collimations were 40�-47�-40�-80�. Samples were sealed in
an aluminum can containing helium exchange gas and
mounted in a closed-cycle refrigerator operating over a tem-
perature range from 10 to 400 K. The crystal structure of
LSMO and LBMO is orthorhombic but only slightly dis-
torted from the cubic lattice, and since the crystals are
twinned for simplicity we label wave vectors in the recipro-
cal lattice units appropriate for pseudocubic unit cells with
lattice parameters of a=3.8660 and 3.9232 Å �at 360 K� for
LSMO and LBMO, respectively. In this notation the polaron
correlations are observed around �1/4,1/4,0� and equivalent
positions �CE-type lattice correlations�, in reciprocal lattice
units �rlu� defined by a� =2� /a.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a color map of the neutron intensity above
TC for each system as a function of �Q ,E�. We see that the
dynamic correlations are observed and are peaked around the
Q= �1.75,2.25,0� position, as expected for these CE-type
lattice correlations. The intensity for LSMO has a broad
maximum in energy, which can be seen more clearly in the
energy scan shown in Fig. 1�c�. For LBMO this maximum
occurs at a somewhat lower energy �Fig. 1�d��. These data
were taken with the same instrumental conditions, and recall-
ing that the LSMO sample is three times larger than the
LBMO sample, we see that the strength of the polaron scat-
tering is comparable in the two systems. The scattering ex-
tends to low energies and appears to consist of two compo-
nents: a quasielastic component �a Lorentzian centered at E

=0� and a component that has a broad maximum at finite
energy. At higher energies the scattering decreases fairly rap-
idly. The overall behavior is quite similar to the dynamics
observed in LCMO,15 where again there is a quasielastic
component to the scattering along with a component that
peaks at finite energy. In that case it was difficult to extract a
quasielastic linewidth vs temperature, in contrast to what was
done for the lower TC bilayer system.23 This is because of the
difficulty in establishing “background” at these elevated tem-
peratures, as well as the difficulty in separating the �appar-
ent� two components of the scattering. In the present case the
TC’s are even higher than that of LCMO, and hence it is even
more difficult to extract detailed quasielastic linewidths as a
function of T. The general behavior, on the other hand, is
clear.

To investigate the temperature dependence of the dynamic
polaron correlations, Q scans around the �1/4,1/4,0� position
were carried out for a series of energy transfers over a wide
temperature range. The dynamic polaron scattering is very
broad in energy and broader than the instrumental resolution
in Q as well. Hence, it is generally better to use Q scans to
measure the scattering since the scattering is confined to a
relatively small range and the resolution does not vary over
the scan. Both the Q width and energy width of the measured
peaks are not resolution limited, and Q scans can be per-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �Q ,E� map of inelastic neutron-scattering
intensity around Q= �1.5+q ,2+q ,0� �cubic notation� at T=360 K
for �a� LSMO and �b� LBMO. Dynamic polaron scattering is ob-
served around the q= �1 /4, /1 /4,0� reduced wave-vector position.
�c� and �d� show an energy scan at Q= �1.75,2.25,0� for LSMO and
LBMO, respectively, at T=360 K, revealing that the scattering has
a broad maximum at finite energy, in addition to a quasielastic
component. The energy resolution at the elastic position is 1.5 meV.
Error bars shown are statistical in nature and represent one standard
deviation.
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formed in a wide energy range to observe the dynamic po-
laron correlations. Figure 2 shows data as a function of Q
= �1.5+q ,2+q ,0� for LSMO. To search for static CE-type
polaron correlations, extensive elastic scans �E=0� were per-
formed above and below TC. No evidence of ordered po-
larons was observed at any temperature, as indicated in the
data shown in Fig. 2�a�. This contrasts with the behavior of
LCMO, where short-range static CE-type polaron correla-
tions abruptly develop at TC �Refs. 6 and 7� and truncate the
ferromagnetic state.12,15

The inelastic scattering, on the other hand, conveys a
completely different story. At T=100 and 200 K there is no
evidence in LSMO of any peak in the scattering, with fea-
tureless scattering that is weakly temperature dependent and
likely originates from multiphonon and multimagnon �back-
ground� scattering. At 240 K, however, a distinct peak cen-
tered at Q��1.75,2.25,0� abruptly appears. Note that this
temperature is far below TC. The wave-vector width of this
peak is approximately temperature and energy independent
and corresponds to a correlation length of �1 nm �10 Å�.
Similar behavior is observed for LBMO, where Fig. 2�c�
shows Q scans measured at an energy transfer of E
=8 meV between T=100 and 390 K. A peak in the scatter-
ing is observed at and above 150 K, while no peak is ob-

served at lower T. Hence in both systems we observe the
abrupt development of short-range dynamic polaron correla-
tions well below TC, which evolve through TC without any
apparent indication that long-range ferromagnetic order has
been lost. These dynamic correlations persist up to high
temperatures, likely all the way up to the orthorhombic-
rhombohedral transition.9,18

The data in Fig. 2 have been fit to a linear background
plus a Gaussian peak. Once the peak appears, its observed
intensity increases with increasing T and follows the thermal
occupancy factor for a boson excitation. The results for the
integrated intensities, after correcting for the Bose thermal
factor, are shown in Fig. 3. Figures 3�a� and 3�c� shows that
the inelastic scattering abruptly appears at a well-defined
temperature and then is constant in strength. Therefore this
overall scattering behaves as a phonon excitation. The width
of the scattering �Figs. 3�b� and 3�d��, once the intensity
appears, is also independent of temperature. Hence the cor-
relation length in real space remains at �1 nm throughout
the entire temperature range where this scattering is ob-
served.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The development of static CE-type correlations has been
shown to have important implications for the ferromagnetic
to paramagnetic transition in the CMR manganites. When
static polarons form in LCMO, electrons become trapped,
driving the system into an insulating state �hopping conduc-
tivity�. The transition into the insulating state is accompanied
by a truncation of the ferromagnetic state in a discontinuous

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Elastic scan through the polaron po-
sition for LSMO above and below TC. No static polaron peaks were
observed at any of the �1/4,1/4,0� positions for either LSMO or
LBMO. �b� Temperature dependence of the inelastic scattering for
LSMO at an energy transfer of E=6 meV for Q= �1.5+q ,2+q ,0�.
The scattering at successive temperatures has been displaced verti-
cally by 280 counts for clarity. A peak in the scattering abruptly
appears around T=240 K and persists to higher temperatures. The
horizontal bar indicates the q resolution �FWHM�. �c� Temperature
dependence of the inelastic scattering in LBMO at an energy trans-
fer of E=6 meV for Q= �1.5+q ,2+q ,0�. The scattering at succes-
sive temperatures has been displaced vertically by 100 counts for
clarity. A peak in the scattering abruptly appears around T
=150 K and persists up to high temperature. The horizontal bar
indicates the q resolution �FWHM�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� ��a� and �c�� Temperature dependence of
the inelastic-scattering intensity shown in Fig. 2�a� for LSMO and
�c� LBMO. The integrated intensity of the scattering abruptly ap-
pears at a temperature well below TC and then is constant at higher
temperature after the Bose-Einstein thermal population factor has
been divided out. ��b� and �d�� Temperature dependence of the in-
trinsic width in Fig. 2 for �b� LSMO and �d� LBMO. The width is
found to be temperature independent. Neither the width nor the
intensity is sensitive to the ferromagnetic ordering.
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fashion.12 Above TC, the nature of the order is a polaron
glass, in that the correlations are short range and static.15,23

The short-range correlations make the system especially
sensitive to modest magnetic fields that can then drive
the paramagnetic-insulating–ferromagnetic-metallic transi-
tion, with the concomitant large change in electrical
conductivity.17,18 At sufficiently high T the glass order disap-
pears while dynamic polaron correlations persist as a polaron
liquid. In LCMO, we observed a sharp phonon at 8 meV in
the ferromagnetic metallic state below TC.15 Above TC, the
phonon is still present and interacts with the dynamic po-
larons. However, no such phonon is observed in this energy
range in LSMO and LBMO. Hence, the observed scattering
is purely from the polaron correlations.

In the course of the initial studies on LCMO,6 a search for
these polarons peaks was made in LBMO and LSMO, but no
static polaron correlations were found. Indeed for the latter
materials the ferromagnetic transition is a conventional
second-order one, with properties such as the magnetization
and spin-wave stiffness quantitatively exhibiting scaling
behavior,19–22 while the rather large changes in the resistivity
can be understood on the basis of conventional electron scat-
tering by magnetic fluctuations.24 The behavior of the resis-
tivity is also different than for LCMO, which peaks at TC
when the polarons develop. For LSMO ��T� increases with T
�i.e., is metalliclike� both below and above TC,25 while for
LBMO ��T� peaks, but only well above TC.19 The polarons
in LBMO and LSMO abruptly develop, but well below TC,
and there is no obvious effect on the resistivity. The sizes of
the polarons in all three systems are very similar as shown in

Table I, where the size has been taken from the width of the
inelastic scattering. We note that the strength of the scatter-
ing, which is related to the number of polarons �since the
size is temperature independent�, is also comparable in the
three systems. Hence it is not clear why only the polarons in
LCMO lock-in to the lattice and truncate the ferromagnetic
state even though the polarons in LBMO and LSMO form at
lower temperature �particularly in comparison to TC� but
never lock-in. It is also not clear what is controlling the
temperature of formation of the polarons, either static or dy-
namic, in these ferromagnetic metallic systems. We hope that
the present studies will stimulate theoretical studies to ad-
dress these issues.
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